
waste ground converted to nutritious production.
“I think of these plants as good Cubans,” she says,
laughing as she indicates a row of aubergines.
“They saved us during the Special Period. And I’ll
tell you something else: the Special Period made
us all vegetarians, for the first time.”

Cubans still like their meat, of course, when
they can get it, but they enjoy a supply of cheap
organic fruit-and-veg that many Westerners
might envy. There is an odd little mystery,
though: the paladares, the private houses permit-
ted to set up small restaurants, buy avidly at the
organopónicos for their clients. But vegetables
remain scarce and stingy at the (mostly rather
grotty) state-run tourist restaurants. In the vegeta-
ble capital of Cuba, I ordered vegetables with my
smoked pork at the stately but sad 1878 eating
house. I got only a spoonful of yesterday’s lettuce,
shredded, shrivelled, and miserably undressed.

Leaving town by car the next day, I got a yearn-
ing for fresh tomatoes and headed back to Los
Mineros. María Luisa said they had just sold out,
but directed me to a private organopónico next
door. I was greeted warmly there, but the owner
wanted to give away a bagful, rather than accept
payment in tourist (convertible) pesos, the only
currency I was carrying, which are worth roughly
25 times more than local pesos. He eventually
accepted, most reluctantly, the smallest coin I
had.

Heading back up the street, I found myself
pursued by Orlando, who had spotted me from
his radish bed. He could not let me leave Los
Mineros without a memento, he insisted, pressing
a fat bunch of chard into my hands, and one of his
own hand-rolled cigars into my breast pocket.

A COMANDANTE WITH AN
ECOLOGICAL AGENDA
Organic gardening is by no means Cuba’s only
claim to being the green jewel in the crown of the
Caribbean. On most other islands environmental
degradation is rampant and increasing. Even the

Washington-published Smithsonian magazine
recognises that Castro presides over the most
conservation-conscious island in the region. This
is, of course, partly due to the Special Period,
which deprived the country of chemical fertilis-
ers and pesticides. But Castro’s inner circle had
always included one man with an environmental
agenda, Comandante Guillermo Garcia Frías,
once an illiterate peasant who saved Castro’s and
Guevara’s lives in the early days of the Revolu-
tion. Later appointed to the Central Committee,
he argued for higher conservation standards than
were typical of Marxist-Leninist economies. As a
result, the country boasts some fine national
parks and protected areas. Many of its precious
endemic species – those which exist nowhere
else in the world – have surprisingly healthy
populations. The tiny Cuban Tody, for example, a
noisy bird the size and shape of a green, red, grey
and violet golfball, can be heard and seen close-
up in woods across the length and breadth of the
island.

The Comandante was, briefly, a surprise guest
at the second Iberian-Latin-American Symposi-
um on Ecological Restoration, which took place
in Santa Clara last month. His presence was not
only a rare honour, it was also an indication that
Cuba is ready to make a significant move for-
ward. Ecological restoration is a paradigm shift
from simply conserving what remains of its
wilderness areas toward the trickier but ultimate-
ly very rewarding prospect of rebuilding ecosys-
tems which have suffered severe damage or
degradation.

Jesús Matos Mederos, who co-founded the Cu-
ban Group of Ecological Restoration in 2002, be-
lieves that Cuba has made great efforts to devel-
op restoration in a short period, despite the chron-
ic lack of resources for an enterprise that re-
quires generous investments of money and time.

The conference heard fascinating stories from
other lands:
◆ how Colombian ecologists are restoring plants

attractive to bees in areas devastated by coca and
coffee monocultures – and disputed by the army
and FARC guerrillas – so that local peasants can
produce and export honey instead of cocaine;
◆ how a movement for the “restoration of natural
capital” is finding common ground between
ecology and economics;
◆ a message from the few remaining Lacondona
Maya people about restoring subtropical forests
while rotating sweetcorn cultivation;
◆ how to rebuild the Delaware estuary for
nature, recreation and industry;
◆ how thousands of hectares of fire-prone forest-
ry plantations in Andalusia are being returned to
the kind of productive savannah landscape a me-
dieval cattle farmer would have recognised.

HOW A RARE CACTUS CHANGED
A COMMUNITY
But one of the most remarkable stories at the
conference came from much closer to Santa
Clara, though it does not – yet – concern restora-
tion, properly speaking. Twenty kilometres from
the town, on a vertiginous slope prone to land-
slips, a cactus unique to the area clings to contin-
ued existence in the wild only by a handful of
tenacious roots. A few years ago, only three
specimens of Melocactus actinacanthus were
known to survive here. Since its identification in
1976, collectors for the illegal international trade
in exotic plants have steadily undermined an
always tiny population. Someone somewhere in
Ireland quite possibly has one as a centre-piece
on their dining table. But before guilt seizes you
by the throat, remember that there are many simi-
lar varieties of Melocactus, generally globular,
green and very spiky. Some, as in the case of
actinacanthus, have a velvety looking reddish
bonnet on top.

Collectors are not the only threat to the cacti.
Matos and his colleagues rejoiced recently when
they found a further colony of 14 plants, near the
carefully guarded threesome. Just months later, a
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‘I think of these plants
as good Cubans, they
saved us during the
Special Period. And I’ll
tell you something else:
the Special Period made
us all vegetarians, for
the first time’
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